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British Parliament and were, therefore, by no means
sovereign. Subsequent events, the chief of them being
the decisions of the Supreme Court,* strengthened the
view of the Federalists.
Let us now dispassionately consider the pros and cons
of the two conflicting theories. The problem resolves itself
in to three factors, viz., (1) the location of sovereignty in a
federation, (2) the indivisibility of sovereignty, and (3) the
rights of the individual states to assert their will, Federal-
ism is, from its very nature, an off-spring of democracy.
Where democratic institutions are not in existence
federalism cannot fully thrive, for the basic principle under-
lying federalism is the recognition of the rights of smaller
political communities to develop along their own lines. Now
if this right is to be conceded to a state within a federation it
goes without saying that it cannot bo denied to smaller
groups of people within the state or for the matter of that
to individual citizens themselves. To enable a political
community to thrive and prosper it is essential that its
individual members should be free to develop their construc-
tive faculties. For it is only the result of the cumulative
efforts of the individual citizens of a state that is, in a wider
outlook, considered to be the development of the state itself*
The citizens can exercise this freedom only where they
have the opportunities to exercise their wills* The more
an individual in a polity is allowed to express and assert his
will unhampered by others the more that polity approaches
democracy. It is, therefore, clear that the plant of federal-
ism can take root and grow best in the Boil of democracy
and in an atmosphere of freedom. Prof. Laski hits rightly
remarked, " The structure of our social organization tmist
be federal ifct is to be adequate, Ite pattern involves, not
myself and the state, my groups and th« stut<v but all these
* A fuller treatuient of the deeiHionn of ukj Supremo Court i« miulg iu
Chapter IV,

